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For SCRABBLEÂ® and other word-game players, the winner's handbook is here! Become a master

of the game with this essential guide for top-scoring play. You'll discover: The 94 all-important

two-letter words -- in one handy list A special section of over 800 three-letter words, 550 of which

can be formed from two-letter words All eight-letter words that can be formed from seven-letter

words Every word up to seven letters you can play!   Keep this invaluable SCRABBLEÂ® reference

at your fingertips to make maximum use of high scoring letters, settle disputes, and increase your

word-building power!
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John Williams Executive Director of the National ScrabbleÂ® Association and coauthor of

Everything ScrabbleÂ® ScrabbleÂ® fanatics will memorize this book. -- Review

Saleem Ahmed is a ScrabbleÂ® fanatic and the author of numerous books including The

ScrabbleÂ® Word-Building Book, which has sold nearly a quarter-million copies. Born in India and

raised in Pakistan, he now lives in Honolulu. --This text refers to an alternate Mass Market

Paperback edition.

It's all here and it's the full comprehensive collection. The author did a great job. The publisher must

be a num-nuts, however. Why else would a "resource" book be printed in mass paperback binding



that is widely used for cheap novels that are read a few times and then dumped at the public library

or thrown in the trashcan. People, people, this is a handy book made to be consulted innumerable

times. The binding should allow the pages to lay flat, like spiral or another intelligent design. The

book fights you at every page turn!! Now in its 2nd printing, that's TWO mistakes perpetuated by

Simon & Schuster. Its Source for Reading Groups imprint just sometimes makes shoddy books. File

an email complaint to Simon-Schuster! I plan to! In the meantime, AVOID buying this book until its

properly printed! Boycott! Author Saleem Ahmed did an admirable job in compilation. NOTE to the

Author: Give S & S the bloody boot!! S&S is big machinery publisher caring little about your

Readers. Profit Profit Profit!! Go Shop the small, serious boutique publishers who treat you right!

Millions of Scrabble players are waiting!! Good luck.

This book will help you check your spelling, and show various versions of each word, and lists

approved prefixes, suffixes, and plurals, You can also easily find similar words that could be a better

fit for your tiles. It's an invaluable resource. I highly recommend it.

This is a must have for every Scrabble/Words with Friends etc fan/addict.It is organized well by both

the number of letters (two and three letter words!) and in alphabetic order. All of those words that

add up to a scoring bonanza.It also helps with increasing verbal skills. This keeps my brain in top

notch condition. It's almost as if a part of my brain that had not been firing at full speed had a jolt of

espresso.

The important thing to note is that I have the Kindle version of this book. This means things are a

little different for me than for someone who owns a physical copy. The book is great for checking to

see if a word is valid, but less useful for looking for word ideas, due to the fact that you can't quickly

page through it. When my family plays Scrabble we play it more for fun than for a challenge, so we

allow each other to flip through dictionaries to look for word ideas. You can't really do that with this

book on the Kindle, because you can't change pages very quickly. Yes, you can search for a word,

but you can't, for example, find if a word is spelled properly or not by easily checking in that section

of the book. All you will find if you search is whether or not the word is in the book. It won't tell you

words that are close to it, or help you find what you may be looking for, like you could with a

physical book. Instead, you have to hit page next a lot to get to where you want to be.However,

despite my problems with the book, I can definitely recommend it. I still love having it, as it's a great

addition to the game. I still use it constantly, it just takes a bit more effort on my part to use. This is



in no way a fault of the book. Instead, it is a problem with the medium in which I received it. And

even with those minor issues, I still feel that I would be worse off without it. So, in the end, I can

definitely recommend that any Scrabble player picks this up!

Although this is a fine product, particularly for a beginning Scrabble player, and we have used it

intensively for many years of play, a more advanced player will probably not wish to use this without

a copy of a better abridged English dictionary at hand. On at least two dozen occasions of play,

many relatively short, perfectly acceptable English Scrabble words have occasioned our games that

were not contained within the Scrabble Word Building Book.I have no idea what a "World" Scrabble

(or even an "English only") Scrabble event would look like, but perhaps the official rules of the game

could stand some revision also. If "MARTIAN" is a valid Scrabble word (and according to the Word

Building Book, it is), why isn't "JOVIAN", or for that matter, "PARISIAN", or "AMERICAN"? Evidently,

the rules of Scrabble are much more wishy-washy and language dependent than those of more

sophisticated and well thought-out games, like chess.

It's great. It has lots of new words in it. My husband and I cheat and use a dictionary all the time. We

justify it as a 'learning' experience. It's amazing how many words I've never heard before that are

acceptable in this dictionary. We rely on it for exciting playtime.

I play "Words With Friends" on my iPad all the time. I WAS constantly amazing my friends with

cleaver words thanks to this MAGIC little book! I was beating all my friends at the game, so I finally

bought copies for my friends so now we are on an even playing field. They even beat me now

sometimes! LOL. It is a GREAT little tool for building on existing words or just finding all 2 and 3

letter combinations of words available for given letter combinations.

Was gift for a friend, and she said she liked it.
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